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1.2m - 1190mm W x 2090mm H          |         1.5m - 1490mm W x 2090mm H          |         1.8m - 1790mm W x 2090mm H



All products must be installed in accordance with accepted good 
trade practice (and in accordance with supplied instructions where 
applicable), and maintained in accordance with these procedures or 
else the warranty shall be void.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

• We recommend that a competent tradesperson installs 
this product.

• A single person must NEVER carry out the installation, as 
some components are heavy.

MAINTENANCE

The aluminium powder coating and French Door hardware 
in buildings is subject to deterioration from everyday use, 
and also environmental attack due to atmospheric and 
other conditions. Maintenance of the powder coating and 
hardware is even more important in severe environments 
such as close to marine areas, and some industrial areas. 
Even stainless steel products require maintenance to prevent 
deterioration in some environments. 

We require the following minimum maintenance to be 
followed otherwise the warranty shall be void. 

HANGERS, PIVOTS AND BRACKETS

A light spray application of a suitable lubricant such as WD40, 
followed by a light wipe with a dry cloth to remove excess, 
is recommended to all hinges, pivots and brackets. Exposed 
surfaces should first be wiped with warm soapy water and a 
soft rag, and then rinsed clean before applying preventative. 

HINGES

Wipe down the visible surfaces with warm soapy water on a 
soft rag and then rinse off by wiping with a clean damp rag. 
Application of a thin film of a light machine oil or WD40 will 
help maintain the original lustre of the metal finish. 

TWIN POINT HAND OPERATED LOCKS 

Spray application of a suitable lubricant such as WD40 
to the sliding pin inside the bolt and to the lock cylinder 
is recommended. A tube attached to the nozzle will help 
concentrate the spray where you want ii to go. There are 
access holes or slots on all twin point locks, so that this can 
be done without removing the locks from the doors. 

FREQUENCY

The procedures mentioned above need to be carried out 
as often as is necessary to prevent deterioration in the 
installed environment, however we recommend the following 
minimum frequency of application; 

General environment - 6 monthly 

Close to marine environment - 3 monthly 

ALUMINIUM POWDER COATING 

Preferably, every time you clean your windows also clean 
the aluminium doors and frames, or at the minimum every 3 
months (or monthly if within 5 miles of the sea, or industrial 
areas.) Wash the outside of the doors and frames with soapy 
water using a mild detergent and soft lint free cloth. Dry the 
surface using a clean absorbent cloth or leather, then buff 
with a soft cloth.

AUTOMATIC CLOSURES AND OPERATORS

• The hardware systems are designed for manual 
operation. Poorly adjusted automatic closures can 
impart significant destructive forces to track, bearings 
and stops. Such hardware used in installations is 
expressly excluded from warranty terms.

TRIMMING

• The French Doors are not designed to be trimmed on site 
and should be fitted as supplied. Trimming the doors or 
frame will void the warranty.

CONDITIONS OF SALE

• We shall not be held responsible for any incidental work 
expenses arising out of or because of any defects in 
our product, or bad workmanship to our product. In 
the event of goods having manufacturing defects and 
requiring replacement, our liability will be limited to the 
value of the door or frame component only. These notes 
do not affect your statutory rights with the retailer of this 
product.

CARE OF DOORS AND FRAMES ON SITE

• Please check doors, frames and cill at the time of 
delivery and within 72 hours of delivery to ensure that 
they are acceptable and in good condition. If you find 
a component missing or damaged, please inform 
your supplier immediately. We keep replacement 
components of most set parts and these can be sent 
out to you quickly. This will save you having to repackage 
and return the whole set, and allows you to continue with 
the project. (See contents list on page 6 for full list).

• When storing prior to installation, the doors and frames 
should be handled with care and stored in a dry, 
ventilated building. Doors and frames should be stored 
flat and on a level surface (not on edge or on end).

• Should you need to store the doors before installation, 
they must still be fully inspected and checked for 
damage or faults and reported within 72 hours of 
delivery, repacking if necessary.

• Doors should not be stored or fitted in the building until 
the wet trades such as plastering, painting etc. have 
been completed and the room is dried out.

• Remove the blue plastic protective film immediately 
after installation. We do not recommend to leave this 
on for long periods of lime as moisture can get trapped 
underneath the film, causing permanent marks on the 
aluminium powder coating.

• Do not leave masking tape on the aluminium powder 
coating for long periods of time. It is important it is 
removed within 24 hours of applying.



INTRODUCTION TO ASSEMBLY
QUICK GUIDE

Your French Doors are supplied with the frame unassembled 
and in 4 pieces, (5 pieces if the cm option has been 
selected), ready for assembly on site. 

The Doors are all Pre Glazed and the glazing is “Toe and 
Heeled” in the factory, to balance the glazing in each door, 
then in the full set. 

Every French Door is pre-assembled in our factory to ensure 
they are operating perfectly before we deliver it. We then 
dismantle the frame and remove some hardware, before 
carefully packing it for transportation to your home. 

When you receive the French Door set, to install it, assemble 
the frame - which drains through the bottom rail - then install 
it into the brickwork opening or, if the cill option has been 
selected, install onto the cill then into the brickwork opening. 

Attach the hardware to the doors and install the doors into 
the frame. 

Because the French Doors have already been assembled 
and operated in our factory, as long as the frame is installed 
securely into the brickwork opening, completely level 
and square in every plane, and the hardware is correctly 
attached, then the installed bi-fold doors and French 
Doors should operate perfectly, without the need for further 
adjustment. 

To avoid damage to the track or wheels do not attempt to 
move the doors until the wheels are correctly located onto 
the tracks.
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CONTENTS

Please check the contents of the packages to ensure all parts 
are present before beginning assembly.

HARDWARE

ALUMINIUM FRENCH DOOR PAIRS7

ALUMINIUM PARTS

DOORS

Door 1 (Access Door)
Door 2 (Slave)

FRAME PACK

Frame Head
Frame Jambs
Frame Bottom Rail/Track
Cill

Quantity 1
Quantity 2 (1x Left and 1x Right)
Quantity 1
Quantity 1 (supplied only with cill selection)

Quantity 1
Quantity 1

Corner
Chevron
Quantity 4pc

Mechanical Corner
Cleat - 8pc
4LH and 4RH

Handle
Fixing Bolts x 2

6pc Hinge

Handles
Quantity 1 Pair

Anti Bump Cylinder
Quantity 1pc
Keys: Quantity 3pc

Multi point
Door lock
Quantity 1pc

Lock keep
Quantity 1pc



FRAME GASKET SEAL

Frame gasket seal Quantity 1pc Roll

Drain Hole Covers Grey or white, quantity to fit each set
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CONTENTS

VERY IMPORTANT NOTE

To speed installation, we have pre-installed some 
components in production.

• The Twin point hand operated and lock keep are 
installed into door 2, Slave door.

• The multi point lock and security cylinder are already 
installed into the access door, door 1.

• The frame jamb/door hinges are installed onto the 
frame jambs.

INSTALLATION KIT

A  
No 8 x 16mm csk, S/Tap screw hinges, Quantity 9pc

B  
Hardened steel frame fixings Quantity 22

C 
HSS long drill bit 6.5mm x 148mm Quantity 1

D 
SDS drill bit 6.5mm x 148mm Quantity 1

E 
1/4 Hex T30 insert bit Quantity 1

F 
Allen key

G 
Assorted bag of packers and wedges
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1

2

Lay the 4pcs of frame on the floor on top of 
cardboard or a similar protective covering to prevent 
damage to the aluminium.

When preparing the site, please prepare the brickwork 
opening to be 10mm more in height and width than the 
outside assembled frame size.

It is essential that all 4 internal surfaces of the brickwork be 
levelled before installation. Please ensure that all dimensions 
are correct for installation before proceeding, as the set must 
be installed square and level into the opening.

The aluminium French Door assembled outer frame sizes 
are as follows:

1.2m = 1190mm wide x 2090mm high
1.5m = 1490mm wide x 2090mm high
1.8m = 1790mm wide x 2090mm high

The recommended brickwork opening sizes are as follows:

1.2m = 1200mm wide x 2100mm high
1.5m = 1500mm wide x 2100mm high
1.8m = 1800mm wide x 2100mm high

Assemble the complete frame by fixing the jambs to 
the head and bottom rail using the corner chevrons 
and mechanical corner cleats.

BRICKWORK OPENING

PREPARING THE SITE

ASSEMBLING THE FRAME

Brickwork opening width = Frame width + 10mm

Diagonal tolerance = +/- 2mm
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Slave  
door 2

(with keeps)

Access  
door 1

(with lock)
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1.5m - 1490mm
1.8m - 1790mm
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MECHANICAL CORNER CLEAT ASSEMBLY

DOOR FRAME

2A

2B

2C

2D

2E

Insert the 2 corner chevrons into the grooves in 
the frame head (Fig 1).

Insert the mechanical corner cleats into the frame 
head (Fig 1). The corner cleats are left hand LH and 
right hand RH.

When the correct corner cleat is inserted in the 
correct space, the ‘bullet’ will be completely visible 
in the bottom of the profile (Fig 2).

Apply silicone sealant to the aluminium profiles to 
be joined together.

Carefully align the mitre joints, then using the Allen 
Key (F), carefully tighten the machine screws at 
the side and bottom. Progressively tighten all 4 
machine screws, bit by bit, to ensure a tight mitre 
joint, then clean off any excess silicone.

Repeat the process 2a and 2d for all 4 corners of 
the frame.

ASSEMBLING THE FRAME

Mechanical Corner Cleat

Align the mitred corners 
and ensure the cleat 
bullets are in the 
correct position and 
fully visible in the slots.

Silicone seal all metal  
to metal joints

FIG 1.

FIG 2

Corner Chevron

Outer frame

Cleat ‘Bullets’

FIG 3
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3

3A

3B

3C

With the frame fully assembled and before 
installing the frame, fit the Frame Gasket Seal into 
the frame, as shown on Fig 4.

Start at the bottom rail in the left side bottom 
corner (looking from the outside towards the 
inside). 
Push the seal gasket into the groove and BACK 
into the left corner.

Continue inserting the continuous seal gasket into 
the groove but all the time PUSHING BACKWARDS 
towards the bottom left corner where you started.

When you reach the bottom right corner, push the 
seal gasket into the corner (DO NOT CUT IT) then 
continue inserting the gasket up the right side 
frame jamb then across the head and down the 
left frame jamb.

With the frame fully assembled and before installing the 
frame, fit the Frame Gasket Seal into the frame, as shown on 
Fig 4.

The frame and doors are exactly the same for BOTH open 
inwards and open outwards.

For OPEN OUTWARDS options the higher 63mm part of the 
frame to the INSIDE and the lower 31mm part to the OUTSIDE. 
The drain holes will be on the outside.

For OPEN INWARDS option the higher 63mm part of the frame 
to the OUTSIDE and the lower 31mm part to the INSIDE.  
The drain holes will be on the outside.

INSTALL THE FRAME GASKET SEAL

OPENING OPTIONS

It is vitally important, when inserting the frame seal gasket to 
continually push it backwards in the direction you have come 
from, as the seal gasket shrinks in length after insertion.

FIG 4.

OPEN OUTWARDS

OPEN INWARDS

Seal Frame gasket in black

Access door  
to left

Access door  
to right

Outer Frame

Access door  
to right

Access door  
to right
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INSTALLING THE ASSEMBLED FRAMEINSTALLING THE ASSEMBLED FRAME

4

5

The frame should be installed with the outer edge 
of the frame jambs up to a maximum of 5mm - 
10mm back from the face of the brickwork.

It is critical that the frame is fitted square and 
level.

Use the packers provided to level the frame. 
Start at the bottom rail and insert the first packer 
DIRECTLY UNDER THE FRAME JAMB starting at the 
side of the frame which looks to be the highest.

The diagonals must be the same, +/- 2mm.

Direct fix 150mm from all corners and every 
600mm maximum centres, using the hardened 
steel frame fixings provided.

Ensure all fixing screws are silicone dipped and 
countersunk, to ensure the running gear is not 
obstructed.

If the amount of packing is more than 4mm 
under the cill then reduce the maximum centres 
to 250mm.

Fix directly through the frame Bottom Rail, Head 
and Both Jambs into the brickwork. Holes will need 
to be drilled into the Head Bottom Rail and non 
lock Keep Jamb for the fixings, using the HDS long 
6.5mm drill provided.

For the lock keep jamb fixing, holes are pre-drilled 
and accessible by removing the lock keep.

The hardened steel frame fixings fix directly into 
the brickwork without any need for plugs.

After drilling the holes in the aluminium frame use 
the 6.5mm SDS masonry drill to drill holes into the 
brickwork.

Then fix the frame using the hardened steel frame 
fixings with the T30 bit provided.

Do not overtighten the fixings or distort the 
aluminium frame.

Finally apply silicone to seal all around the 
perimeter of the frame - especially along the 
complete length of the bottom rail.

CHOICE A
FRAME WITH BOTTOM RAIL ONLY - WITHOUT CILL

DIRECT FIX
SHOWS OPEN OUTWARDS

The frame must be installed into the brickwork opening 
completely upright, square and level in every plane, before 
continuing with the installation. The door set uses a bottom 
rolling system so it is vitally important the bottom rail is level 
and adequately supported by using packers as necessary.

The diagonals must be the same +/- 2mm

H 
(Height of 
opening)

Inside

Direct fixing

Outside

BOTTOM RAIL

Direct fixing

JAMBS AND HEAD
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INSTALLING THE ASSEMBLED FRAMEINSTALLING THE ASSEMBLED FRAMEINSTALLING THE ASSEMBLED FRAME

6

6C

6A

6B

First assemble the frame as detailed in steps 1 to 
3 inclusive. (Jambs, Head, Bottom Rail). The cill - 
which is the same width as the set and has the 
end caps already fitted - should be installed into 
the bottom of the brickwork opening first.

The complete frame should be installed with the 
outer edge of the frame up to 5mm - 10mm back 
from the external face of the brickwork.

Place the cill onto the base of the brickwork 
opening and position it so the frame head and 
jambs will be located in the correct position. (6 
italics above). The cill must be installed in the 
centre of the opening at an equal distance from 
both sides of the brickwork and secured into 
position.

Using packers if necessary, level the cill until it is 
completely flat and level. Carefully remove the cill 
and add sealant underneath, then re-position it - 
level it again.

Holes will need to be drilled 50mm from each 
end through to the cill for the fixings, using the 
HSS Long 6.4mm drill. Then use the 6.5mm SDS 
masonry drill to drill holes into the brickwork, then 
fix the cill using the hardened steel frame fixings 
with the T30 bit provided.

Apply silicone along the length of the cill paying 
particular attention to the ends, then lift up the 
assembled frame and position onto the cill 
and swing the frame up into the opening, using 
packers to hold it in position.

Then level and fix the frame jambs/head into the 
brickwork using DIRECT FIX as detailed in step 5.

Carefully fix the bottom rail through the cill first 
drilling clearance holes with the 6.5mm HSS 
drill, then drill the brickwork with the 6.5mm SDS 
masonry drill spaced as per section 5. Countersink 
screw heads and silicone dip fixings, ensuring the 
screw heads do not interfere with the rollers.

Apply silicone to seal all around the perimeter of 
the frame - especially along the complete length 
of the underside of the cill.

CHOICE B
FRAME WITH CILL

FixCILL

Apply two beads of silicone between the threshold and cill
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FITTING DOOR 2 TO THE FRAME JAMB

FITTING DOOR 2 TO THE FRAME JAMB

OPERATION OF THE DOORS

OPERATION OF THE DOORS

INSTALLING THE ASSEMBLED FRAME

INSTALLING THE ASSEMBLED FRAME

INSTALLING THE ASSEMBLED FRAME

INSTALLING THE ASSEMBLED FRAME

FITTING DOOR 2 TO THE FRAME JAMB

FITTING THE ACCESS DOOR

7A

8

7B

9

Locate Door 2, which fixes to the jamb of the 
frame. Ensure the Bottom rail and door are 
protected by using the discarded foam door 
packing or cardboard to protect them and ensure 
that you have a support block to rest the door on.

Door 2 fixes to the frame jamb.

The hinges are already fixed to the frame jamb 
and just need fixing to Door 2, which is the fixed or 
Slave door.

Fit the access door with lock exactly the same as 
the slave door, see 7A and 7B.

Fit the handles to door 1 using the long threaded 
bolts provided.

With the door at right angles and supported on 
blocks (being careful not to damage the seal on 
the bottom of the door). Use the 2pp Allen key 
Head machine screws and 3pc self tapping screw 
to secure each hinge leaf.

The seal gasket is fitted under the door outside edge.

Please take care to ensure when the door rests on the block, 
it rests on the ALUMINIUM PART ONLY AND NOT THE SEAL - this 
will prevent damage to the seal.

Slave 
Door

2

Machine Screws

Machine Screws

Self tapping
screw
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OPERATION OF THE DOORSINSTALLING THE ASSEMBLED FRAMEINSTALLING THE ASSEMBLED FRAMEOPERATION OF THE DOORS

10 When closing the door set, first close the slave 
door 2, securing it with the twin point lock, by 
pulling the lever on the edge of the door. 

Then close and lock the access door by lifting the 
handle and turning the key.

To open the doors, unlock the door with handle 
by using the key, then depress the handle to open 
the door.

To open the slave door, pull the handle in the 
edge of the door, to dis-engage the twin point 
lock.

Both doors can then be fully opened.
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EXTERNAL ALUMINIUM 
3 door, low threshold

BI-FOLD DOORS
2.1m - 2090mm W x 2090mm H          |        2.4m - 2390mm W x 2090mm H       
2.7m - 2690mm W x 2090mm H         |        3.0m - 2990mm W x 2090mm H



All products must be installed in accordance with accepted good 
trade practice (and in accordance with supplied instructions where 
applicable), and maintained in accordance with these procedures or 
else the warranty shall be void.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

• We recommend that a competent tradesperson installs 
this product.

• A single person must NEVER carry out the installation, as 
some components are heavy.

MAINTENANCE

The aluminium powder coating and French Door hardware 
in buildings is subject to deterioration from everyday use, 
and also environmental attack due to atmospheric and 
other conditions. Maintenance of the powder coating and 
hardware is even more important in severe environments 
such as close to marine areas, and some industrial areas. 
Even stainless steel products require maintenance to prevent 
deterioration in some environments. 

We require the following minimum maintenance to be 
followed otherwise the warranty shall be void. 

TRACKS AND BEARINGS

Using a spatula or similar (not your fingers), apply a small 
amount (typically a ½  teaspoon of white petroleum jelly, 
Vaseline or similar lubricant) to the inner lip of each side of 
the track. Ensure that the wheels pass through the lubricant 
and it is evenly distributed along the track. Put additional 
lubricant around the bearings. Lubrication reduces wear, 
improves smoothness and further protects against corrosion 
of tracks and bearings. Remove all surface contaminants 
by wiping all visible track surfaces with a damp soft cloth 
and mild detergent, then wipe and clean with a clean 
cloth. In severe environments, apply a thin film of corrosion 
preventative such as WD40, by wiping with a soft cloth 
moistened with one of these products.

Stainless steel bearings are manufactured from hardening-
grade stainless steel and although this material performs 
considerably better than plated steels, it is susceptible to 
corrosion unless maintained as described as above.

AUTOMATIC CLOSURES AND OPERATORS

• The hardware systems are designed for manual 
operation. Poorly adjusted automatic closures can 
impart significant destructive forces to track, bearings 
and stops. Such hardware used in installations is 
expressly excluded from warranty terms.

TRIMMING

• The bi-fold door is not designed to be trimmed on site 
and should be fitted as supplied. Trimming doors or 
frame will void the warranty.

CONDITIONS OF SALE

• We shall not be held responsible for any incidental work 
expenses arising out of or because of any defects in 
our product, or bad workmanship to our product. In 
the event of goods having manufacturing defects and 
requiring replacement, our liability will be limited to the 
value of the door or frame component only. These notes 
do not affect your statutory rights with the retailer of this 
product.

CARE OF DOORS AND FRAMES ON SITE

• Please check doors, frames and cill at the time of 
delivery and within 72 hours of delivery to ensure that 
they are acceptable and in good condition. If you find 
a component missing or damaged, please inform 
your supplier immediately. We keep replacement 
components of most set parts and these can be sent 
out to you quickly. This will save you having to repackage 
and return the whole set, and allows you to continue with 
the project. (See contents list on page 19 for full list).

• When storing prior to installation, the doors and frames 
should be handled with care and stored in a dry, 
ventilated building. Doors and frames should be stored 
flat and on a level surface (not on edge or on end).

• Should you need to store the doors before installation, 
they must still be fully inspected and checked for 
damage or faults and reported within 72 hours of 
delivery, repacking if necessary.

• Doors should not be stored or fitted in the building until 
the wet trades such as plastering, painting etc. have 
been completed and the room is dried out.

• Remove the blue plastic protective film immediately 
after installation. We do not recommend to leave this 
on for long periods of lime as moisture can get trapped 
underneath the film, causing permanent marks on the 
aluminium powder coating.

• Do not leave masking tape on the aluminium powder 
coating for long periods of time. It is important it is 
removed within 24 hours of applying.

HANGERS, PIVOTS AND BRACKETS

A light spray application of a suitable lubricant such as WD40, 

followed by a light wipe with a dry cloth to remove excess, 
is recommended to all hinges, pivots and brackets. Exposed 
surfaces should first be wiped with warm soapy water and a 
soft rag, and then rinsed clean before applying preventative. 

HINGES

Wipe down the visible surfaces with warm soapy water on a 
soft rag and then rinse off by wiping with a clean damp rag. 
Application of a thin film of a light machine oil or WD40 will 
help maintain the original lustre of the metal finish. 

TWIN POINT HAND OPERATED LOCKS 

Spray application of a suitable lubricant such as WD40 
to the sliding pin inside the bolt and to the lock cylinder 
is recommended. A tube attached to the nozzle will help 
concentrate the spray where you want ii to go. There are 
access holes or slots on all twin point locks, so that this can 
be done without removing the locks from the doors. 



FREQUENCY

The procedures mentioned above need to be carried out 
as often as is necessary to prevent deterioration in the 
installed environment, however we recommend the following 
minimum frequency of application; 

General environment - 6 monthly 

Close to marine environment - 3 monthly 

ALUMINIUM POWDER COATING 

Preferably, every lime you clean your windows also clean 
the aluminium doors and frames, or at the minimum every 3 
months (or monthly if within 5 miles of the sea, or industrial 
areas.) Wash the outside of the doors and frames with soapy 
water using a mild detergent and soft lint free cloth. Dry the 
surface using a clean absorbent cloth or leather, then buff 
with a soft cloth.
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INTRODUCTION TO ASSEMBLY
QUICK GUIDE

Your aluminium BiFold doors are supplied with the frame 
unassembled and in 4 pieces, (5 pieces if the cm option has 
been selected), ready for assembly on site. 

The Doors are all Pre Glazed and the glazing is “Toe and 
Heeled” in the factory, to balance the glazing in each door, 
then in the full set. 

Every bi-fold door set are pre-assembled in our factory to 
ensure they are operating perfectly before we deliver it. 
We then dismantle the frame and remove some hardware, 
before carefully packing it for transportation to your home. 

When you receive the bi-fold door, to install it, assemble the 
frame - which drains through the bottom rail - then install 
it into the brickwork opening or, if the cill option has been 
selected, install onto the cill then into the brickwork opening. 

Attach the hardware to the doors and install the doors into 
the frame. 

Because the bi-fold doors have already been assembled 
and operated in our factory, as long as the frame is installed 
securely into the brickwork opening, completely level 
and square in every plane, and the hardware is correctly 
attached, then the installed bi-fold doors and French 
Doors should operate perfectly, without the need for further 
adjustment. 

To avoid damage to the track or wheels. Do not attempt to 
move the doors until the wheels are correctly located onto 
the tracks.
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CONTENTS

Please check the contents of the packages to ensure all parts 
are present before beginning assembly.

HARDWARE

ALUMINIUM PARTS

DOORS

Door 1 (Access Door)
Door 2 (Slave)
Door 3 (Access Door)

FRAME PACK

Frame Head
Frame Jambs
Frame Bottom Rail/Track
Cill

Quantity 1
Quantity 2 (1x Left and 1x Right)
Quantity 1
Quantity 1 (supplied only with cill selection)

Quantity 1
Quantity 1
Quantity 1

Multi point
Door lock

Quantity 1pc

1pc hinge  
with handle

Anti Bump Cylinder
Quantity 1pc 
Keys: Quantity 3pc

Mechanical Corner
Cleat - 4pc
(2x LH and 2x RH)

Corner
Chevron
Quantity 2pc

6pc hinge
Handles
Quantity 1 pair

1pc Top Guide

Handle
Fixing bolts x 2



Frame gasket seal Quantity 1pc Roll

Extended Magnetic Catch (Black) Quantity 1

Drain Hole Covers grey or white, Quantity to fit each set

Bottom Rail/Track End Caps Quantity 2

TROUBLE SHOOTING SPARES

K 
White 1mm x 2.5m lock keep packer

L  
Hinge jamb 1mm packer Quantity 3

M 
Assorted bag of packers and wedges
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CONTENTS

VERY IMPORTANT NOTE

To speed installation, we have pre-installed some 
components in production.

• The Twin point lock and handles are installed into door 1.

• The frame jamb/door 1 hinges are installed onto the 
frame jamb.

• The hinges in between doors 1 & 2 are the top guide and 
bottom roller are all installed on door 2.

INSTALLATION BAG CONTENTS

A  
Hardened steel direct frame fixings 92mm Quantity 32

B  
S/Tap Screw A2 Pozi Flat Countersunk Quantity 8

C 
SDS Drill bit 6.5mm x 210mm Quantity 1

D 
HSS drill bit 4.5mm Quantity 1

E 
HSS drill bit 4.5mm Quantity 1

F 
Power bit 1/4 x 70mm TX30 Quantity 1

G 
Insert bit 1/4 x 25 pozi No2 Quantity 1

H 
No.8 32mm self tapping screw Quantity 4

I 
No.8 12mm self tapping screw Quantity 4

J 
Allen key 3mm Quantity 1



1

2

Lay the 4pcs of frame on the floor on top of 
cardboard or a similar protective covering to prevent 
damage to the aluminium.

When preparing the site, please prepare the brickwork 
opening to be 10mm more in height and width than the 
outside assembled frame size.

It is essential that all 4 internal surfaces of the brickwork be 
levelled before installation. Please ensure that all dimensions 
are correct for installation before proceeding, as the set must 
be installed square and level into the opening.

Aluminium door set, outer frame dimensions are as follows:

2.1m - door set = 2090mm wide x 2090mm high
2.4m - door set = 2390mm wide x 2090mm high
2.7m - door set = 2690mm wide x 2090mm high
3.0m  - door set = 2990mm wide x 2090mm high

The brickwork opening sizes are:

2.1m - door set = 2100mm wide x 2100mm high
2.4m - door set = 2400mm wide x 2100mm high
2.7m - door set = 2700mm wide x 2100mm high
3.0m  - door set = 3000mm wide x 2100mm high

Assemble the complete frame by fixing the jambs to 
the head and bottom rail using the corner chevrons 
and mechanical corner cleats.

The bottom rail/track screws into the jambs.

BRICKWORK OPENING

PREPARING THE SITE

ASSEMBLING THE FRAME

Brickwork opening width = Frame width + 10mm

Diagonal tolerance = +/- 2mm
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MECHANICAL CORNER CLEAT ASSEMBLY

DOOR FRAME

2A

2B

2C

2D

2E

Insert the 2 corner chevrons into the grooves in 
the frame head (Fig 1).

Insert the mechanical corner cleats into the frame 
head (Fig 1). The corner cleats are left hand LH and 
right hand RH.

When the correct corner cleat is inserted in the 
correct space, the ‘bullet’ will be completely visible 
in the bottom of the profile (Fig 2).

Apply silicone sealant to the aluminium profiles to 
be joined together.

Carefully align the mitre joints, then using the Allen 
Key (F), carefully tighten the machine screws at 
the side and bottom. Progressively tighten all 4 
machine screws, bit by bit, to ensure a tight mitre 
joint, then clean off any excess silicone.

Repeat the process 2a and 2d for all 4 corners of 
the frame.

ASSEMBLING THE FRAME

Mechanical Corner Cleat

Align the mitred corners 
and ensure the cleat 
bullets are in the 
correct position and 
fully visible in the slots.

Silicone seal all metal  
to metal joints

FIG 1.

FIG 2

Corner Chevron

Outer frame

Cleat ‘Bullets’

FIG 3
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cleat ‘Bullets’

cleat ‘Bullets’

FIG 2
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INSTALLING THE ASSEMBLED FRAMEINSTALLING THE ASSEMBLED FRAME

2G Silicone seal both end caps onto the bottom 
track/rail to avoid any through drainage using the 
no.8 x 12mm S/Tap fixing screw.

ASSEMBLING THE FRAME

Outerframe

No.8 x 32mm Csk
S/Tap Screw

No.8 x 12mm Csk
S/Tap Screw End Cap (Each)

2F Before locating the jambs onto the bottom rail/
track, mastic seal both ends of the jambs and the 
face of the thermal breaks.

Once the jambs are aligned onto the bottom rail/
track, secure using the No.8 x 32mm S/Tap fixing 
screws.



INSTALLING THE ASSEMBLED FRAMEINSTALLING THE ASSEMBLED FRAMEINSTALL THE FRAME GASKET SEAL

3

3A

3B

3C

With the frame fully assembled and before 
installing the frame fit the frame gasket seal into 
the frame, as shown on Fig 4.

Start at the bottom rail in the left side bottom 
corner (looking from the outside towards the 
inside).

Push the seal gasket into the groove and BACK 
into the left corner.

Continue inserting the continuous seal gasket into 
the groove but all the time PUSHING BACKWARDS 
towards the bottom left corner where you started.

When you reach the bottom right corner, push the 
seal gasket into the corner (DO NOT CUT IT) then 
continue inserting the gasket up the right side 
frame jamb then across the head and down the 
left frame jamb.

It is vitally important when inserting the frame seal gasket 
to continually push it backwards in the direction you have 
come from, as the seal gasket shrinks in length after insertion.

FIG 4.

Seal frame gasket in black

Outer frame
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INSTALLING THE ASSEMBLED FRAMEINSTALL THE FRAME GASKET SEAL

4

5

The frame should be installed with the outer edge 
of the frame jambs up to a maximum of 5mm - 
10mm back from the face of the brickwork.

It is critical that the frame is fitted square and 
level.

Use the packers provided to level the frame. 
Start at the bottom rail and insert the first packer 
DIRECTLY UNDER THE FRAME JAMB starting at the 
side of the frame which looks to be the highest.

The diagonals must be the same, +/- 2mm.

Direct fix 150mm from all corners and every 
600mm maximum centres, using the hardened 
steel frame fixings provided.

Ensure all fixing screws are silicone dipped and 
countersunk, to ensure the running gear is not 
obstructed.

If the amount of packing is more than 4mm 
under the cill then reduce the maximum centres 
to 250mm. Also ensure you have a packer where 
the roller comes to rest in the closed position.

Fix directly through the frame Bottom Rail, Head 
and Both Jambs into the brickwork. Holes will need 
to be drilled into the Head Bottom Rail and non 
lock Keep Jamb for the fixings, using the HDS long 
6.5mm drill provided.

For the lock keep jamb fixing, holes are pre-drilled 
and accessible by removing the lock keep.

The hardened steel frame fixings fix directly into 
the brickwork without any need for plugs.

After drilling the holes in the aluminium frame use 
the 6.5mm SDS masonry drill to drill holes into the 
brickwork.

Then fix the frame using the hardened steel frame 
fixings with the T30 bit provided.

Do not overtighten the fixings or distort the 
aluminium frame.

Finally apply silicone to seal all around the 
perimeter of the frame - especially along the 
complete length of the bottom rail.

CHOICE A
FRAME WITH BOTTOM RAIL ONLY - WITHOUT CILL

DIRECT FIX
SHOWS OPEN OUTWARDS

The frame must be installed into the brickwork opening 
completely upright, square and level in every plane, before 
continuing with the installation. The door set uses a bottom 
rolling system so it is vitally important the bottom rail is level 
and adequately supported by using packers as necessary.

The diagonals must be the same +/- 2mm

H 
(Height of 
opening)

Inside

Direct fixing

Outside

BOTTOM RAIL

Direct fixing

JAMBS AND HEAD
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INSTALLING THE ASSEMBLED FRAMEINSTALLING THE ASSEMBLED FRAMEINSTALLING THE ASSEMBLED FRAME

6

6C

6A

6B

First assemble the frame as detailed in steps 1 to 
3 inclusive. (Jambs, Head, Bottom Rail). The cill - 
which is the same width as the set and has the 
end caps already fitted - should be installed into 
the bottom of the brickwork opening first.

The complete frame should be installed with the 
outer edge of the frame up to 5mm - 10mm back 
from the external face of the brickwork.

Place the cill onto the base of the brickwork 
opening and position it so the frame head and 
jambs will be located in the correct position. (6 
italics above). The cill must be installed in the 
centre of the opening at an equal distance from 
both sides of the brickwork and secured into 
position.

Using packers if necessary, level the cill until it is 
completely flat and level. Carefully remove the cill 
and add sealant underneath, then re-position it - 
level it again.

Holes will need to be drilled 50mm from each 
end through to the cill for the fixings, using the 
HSS Long 6.4mm drill. Then use the 6.5mm SDS 
masonry drill to drill holes into the brickwork, then 
fix the cill using the hardened steel frame fixings 
with the T30 bit provided.

Apply silicone along the length of the cill paying 
particular attention to the ends, then lift up the 
assembled frame and position onto the cill 
and swing the frame up into the opening, using 
packers to hold it in position.

Then level and fix the frame jambs/head into the 
brickwork using DIRECT FIX as detailed in step 5.

Carefully fix the bottom rail through the cill first 
drilling clearance holes with the 6.5mm HSS 
drill, then drill the brickwork with the 6.5mm SDS 
masonry drill spaced as per section 5. Countersink 
screw heads and silicone dip fixings, ensuring the 
screw heads do not interfere with the rollers.

Apply silicone to seal all around the perimeter of 
the frame - especially along the complete length 
of the underside of the cill.

CHOICE B
FRAME WITH CILL

FixCILL

Apply two beads of silicone between the threshold and cill
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FITTING DOOR 2 TO THE FRAME JAMBOPERATION OF THE DOORSINSTALLING THE ASSEMBLED FRAMEINSTALLING THE ASSEMBLED FRAMEFITTING DOOR 1 TO THE FRAME JAMB

7A

7B

Locate Door 1, which fixes to the jamb of the frame. 
Ensure the Bottom rail and door are protected 
by using the discarded foam door packing or 
cardboard to protect them and ensure that you 
have a support block to rest the door on.

Door 1 fixes to the frame jamb which is at the 
opposite side of the frame to the lock keep jamb.

The hinges are already fixed to the frame jamb 
and just need fixing to Door 1.

With the door at right angles and supported on 
blocks (being careful not to damage the seal on 
the bottom of the door). Use the 2pp Allen key 
Head machine screws and 3pc self tapping screw 
to secure each hinge leaf.

The seal gasket is fitted under the door outside edge.

Please take care to ensure when the door rests on the block, 
it rests on the ALUMINIUM PART ONLY AND NOT THE SEAL - this 
will prevent damage to the seal.

Self tapping
screw

Machine Screws

Machine Screws
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8 Carefully remove the top guide from door 2 and place on one side.

FITTING THE MIDDLE DOOR (DOOR 2)

Bottom Roller Assembly

Machine screws

Door
2

Self tapping screw
for all hinges

8A

8B

Lift door 2 and locate the bottom roller assembly 
onto the two tracks in bottom rail, then move the 
door to the right angle position and support on 
blocks, ensuring the weight is not on the door seal. 
Fit door 1 to door 2 and just need fixing to door 
3 using the 2 pc machine screws and 3 pc self 
tapping screw into each hinge leaf.

Note the hinge with the handle fits in the centre, 
with the handle to the inside).

Carefully install the top guide into the top track, 
then fix to door 2.

Finally fit the centre hinge onto door 2.

8B8A Fit 3 hinges between 
doors 1 and 2

Fit onto Door 2

Door hinge

Top Guide

Bottom Roll

Door hinge

Centre door hinge
Centre door hinge
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FITTING THE MIDDLE DOOR (DOOR 2)

FITTING THE MIDDLE DOOR (DOOR 3)

8C

9

9A

Close the doors from the inside using the pull 
handle, then rotate the intermediate twin point 
lock handle 180° to lock the doors closed.

Fit the handles to door 3 using the long threaded 
bolts provided.

With doors 1 and 2 in the open position and at 
90°’s to the frame, support door 3, the access door 
on blocks, adjacent to door 2 then screw the 3 
hinge leafs onto door 3. 

Alternatively you can keep door 1 and 2 closed, 
then support door 3 at 90° to the closed doors to 
screw the hinge leafs on.

Close doors 1 and 2 from the inside rotating the 
handle 180° to engage the lock.

Use the key to lock the doors.

Close the Access door 3, and lift the handle to 
ensure the lock engages.

Turn the key to fully lock the Access door.

To unlock the access door use the key to unlock, 
then depress the handle to open the door.

Closed position

ROTATE HANDLE
180 °

Open position
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INSTALLING THE ASSEMBLED FRAME

INSTALLING THE ASSEMBLED FRAME

INSTALLING THE ASSEMBLED FRAME

INSTALLING THE ASSEMBLED FRAME

FITTING THE MAGNETIC CATCHES

OPERATION OF BI-FOLD DOORS

10

11

1

2

3

Screw the extended magnetic catches onto the 
threaded inners which are located on the outside 
of Door 2 and 3.

When closing the door set, first close doors 1 and 2, 
securing them with the twin point lock, by turning 
the inside handle 180 degrees so the doors then 
lock. Then close and lock door 3, by lifting the 
handle and turning the key.

Use door 3 independently as a daily access door. 
Press down the handle to unlock and exit.

To open the doors, first fully open door 3 until the 
magnetic catch engages. Then turn the inside 
twin point lock handle 180 degrees and slide and 
fold 3 doors to open.

Please note, failure to operate the doors as outlined above 
could result in damage to the roller system and frame. You 
must never close the doors by dragging the lead/access 
door first.

Threaded inner

Extended magnetic catches

Shows right opening set



INSTALLING THE ASSEMBLED FRAMEINSTALLING THE ASSEMBLED FRAMETROUBLE SHOOTING GUIDE

1

2

3

4

4A

The complete set is assembled and working perfectly in our 
factory, before being disassembled for packing and delivery.

On very rare occasions, due to movement during delivery, 
or if the set is installed without being completely level and 
square in the brickwork opening, difficulties in closing the 
access door can occur.

If you experience these difficulties:

With the access door open, lift the handle to 
operate the lock then turn the key, then reverse 
the process to unlock. If the lock operates 
correctly check the other causes numbers 2 to 4 
below. 

If the lock does not operate then contact 
customer service.

Check the frame and doors are correctly 
assembled and are square, level and fully 
supported and well secure into the opening.

Check the two moveable rollers on the lock align 
with the centre of the lock keep receiver. If they 
do not, unscrew the lock keep and move it up 
or down until the lock rollers are in the centre of 
the keep receiver, then re-secure the keep to the 
frame jamb (using new fixing positions for the 
screws).

Is 1 to 3 are all OK, but the lock is not engaging into 
the keep, check the distance between the lock 
keep and the lock. If the door lock is too far away 
from the keep, you can use the white lock keep 
packer 1mm x 2.5mm which fits behind the lock 
keep and moves the keep closer to the lock.

Just remove the keep, install and lock keep packer, 
then re-fit the lock keep.

If the distance between the lock and the lock 
keep is still too far, you can insert the hinge 
jamb packers behind the hinge plates on door 1. 
Carefully loosen the hinge leaf screws and insert 
the spacers behind each of the 3 hinges, then re-
tighten the screws.

ACCESS DOOR WILL NOT LOCK

White 1mm x 2.5mm
Lock keep packer

Hinge jamb
1mm packer
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EXTERNAL ALUMINIUM

WINDOWS



34 ALUMINIUM WINDOWS

INSTALLING THE ASSEMBLED FRAMEINSTALLING THE ASSEMBLED FRAMECILL PACKING

All windows must be installed ensuring they are level, plumb and square and without twist, racking or distortion of any section, to 
ensure that there are no issues with the window once installation is complete.

Failure to ensure the windows are fitted correctly can cause operation and drainage issues at a later stage.

Before placing the window into the aperture, make sure the area is clean with all excess debris removed.

1

1

Use the required height packers to ensure the 
aperture is level, with a minimum of 6mm of 
packing at the highest point. Position the packers 
100mm from both ends, and equally spaced at 
the centres to suit fixing points.
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INSTALLING THE ASSEMBLED FRAMEINSTALLING THE ASSEMBLED FRAMECILL SEALING

2 Run a continuous bead of silicone along the full length of the aperture. Ensure a suitable silicone is used in the correct 
location on the abutting structure/system.

2

2

Ensure silicone bead is greater in 
height that the packing.
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INSTALLING THE ASSEMBLED FRAMEINSTALLING THE ASSEMBLED FRAMECILL FIXING

3

4

5

If lug fixing method is being used, secure the appropriate fixing lug onto the cill, these are to be positioned 150mm from 
each end at centres no greater than 600mm or as required on the project. If direct fixing, please go to step 4.

Prior to securing the cill, check the cill end cavities are sealed and the appropriate end caps are located.

Position the cill ensuring its level across the aperture as well as front to back.

4

Twist in

Screw in
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INSTALLING THE ASSEMBLED FRAMEINSTALLING THE ASSEMBLED FRAMECILL FIXING

6 Secure the fixing lugs to the structure with screws to suit the application.

Note: direct fixing also possible, see screws showing alternative fixing below.

Lug fixing screws to suit 
structure and loads

Position appropriate height shims 
between fixing lugs and aperture, 

to ensure lugs are not bent

Alternative fixing (direct fix). 
Screws to suit structure and 
loads

POSITION TO SUIT

Alternative fixing (direct fix). 
Screws to suit structure and 

loads

Shims

Shims

Shims

150mm

Max 600mm Ctrs

Max 600mm Ctrs
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INSTALLING THE ASSEMBLED FRAMEINSTALLING THE ASSEMBLED FRAMEFRAME FIXING ONTO CILL

7 Prior to inserting the window, secure the appropriate fixing lugs onto the window. These are to be positioned 150mm from 
both ends and equally spaced at centres no greater than 600mm or as required on the project.

If direct fixing, go to step 8.

Twist in

Screw in

Perimeter fixing lug positions

Perimeter fixing lug positions 
local to transoms

Max 600 
Ctrs
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8

9

10

Run a continuous bead of silicone along the cill 
the length of the first window that will be installed 
onto it.

Apply two beads of silicone across the underside 
of each cill support (note this is to hold the cill 
support in place only). Position local to fixing 
points.

Place the window onto the cill. Remove any excess 
silicone.

FRAME FIXING ONTO CILL

SPW794CT100
Cill support insert

Remove any excess silicone
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INSTALLING THE ASSEMBLED FRAMEINSTALLING THE ASSEMBLED FRAMEFRAME FIXING ONTO CILL

11 Before securing the frame onto the cill, ensure the frame is square. Then position the packers 150mm from corners and 
equally spaced at centres local to fixing points.

150Max 600 
Ctrs

Max 600 
Ctrs

Max 600 
Ctrs
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Note: Lug shown but not 
required if direct fixing.

Aperture packing

To suit
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INSTALLING THE ASSEMBLED FRAMEINSTALLING THE ASSEMBLED FRAMEFRAME FIXING ONTO CILL

12 Position the fixings 150mm from both ends, and thereafter equally spaced at centres no greater than 600mm.

System specific fixings  
and locations

Ensure all fixings are silicone dipped and 
countersunk to ensure they do not sit proud 
of the face of the profile

System specific fixings and locations

System specific fixings and locations

System specific fixings and locations

13 When securing frame with mullion position the fixings 150mm either side, and thereafter equally spaced at centres no 
greater than 600mm.
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INSTALLING THE ASSEMBLED FRAMEINSTALLING THE ASSEMBLED FRAMEPERIMETER FRAME FIXING

14 Secure the fixing lugs to the structure using screws to suit the application. If direct fixing, use ‘alternative fixing detail’ as 
below.

Position appropriate height 
shims between fixing lugs and 
aperture, to ensure lugs are not 
bent.Alternative fixing detail 

(direct fix)

Shims

Shims

Shims

Shims

Shims

Fixing screws to 
suit structure 
and loads

Fixing screws to suit 
structure and loads

Alternative fixing detail 
(direct fix)
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1

2

Run 2 continuous beads of silicone up the full 
height of the window.

Silicone locally to where the coupler will be 
position on the cill.

COUPLER FIXING

2

1

1

1

2

Note: Lug shown but not 
required if direct fixing.
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INSTALLING THE ASSEMBLED FRAMEINSTALLING THE ASSEMBLED FRAMECOUPLER FIXING

3 Place the coupler against the frame, ensuring any excess silicone is removed.

Position the fixings 150mm from each end and equally spaced at centres no greater than 600mm. Ensure all fixings are 
silicone dipped and countersunk to ensure they do not sit proud of the face of the profile.

Remove any  
excess silicone

System specific fixings 
and locations

Remove any 
excess silicone

System specific fixings 
and locations

Note: Lug shown but not 
required if direct fixing.
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INSTALLING THE ASSEMBLED FRAMEINSTALLING THE ASSEMBLED FRAMECOUPLER FIXING

4

5

Run 2 continuous beads of silicone up the full height of the coupler.

Prior to placing the adjoining window on the cill/against the couple, ensure the silicone seal on the cill is sufficient to seal 
against the full width of the window outer frame.

4

5

4

5

Note: Lug shown but not 
required if direct fixing.
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INSTALLING THE ASSEMBLED FRAMEINSTALLING THE ASSEMBLED FRAMECOUPLER FIXING

6

7

Place the window on to the cill and against the coupler, remove any excess silicone.

Position the fixings 150mm either end, and thereafter equally spaced at centres no greater than 600mm. When positioning 
the fixing centres, please take note to avoid adjacent frame fixings.

System specific fixings 
and locations

60
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m
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m

Ensure all fixings a 
countersunk to ensure 
the face of the profile.

Note: Lug shown but not 
required if direct fixing.

Remove any 
excess silicone

Remove any 
excess silicone

System specific fixings 
and locations
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1 1

2 2

3 3

4 4

Run 2 continuous beads of silicone up the full 
height of the window, then place the frame into 
position, ensuring any excess silicon is removed.

Position the fixings 150mm either end, and 
thereafter equally spaced at centres no greater 
than 600mm.

Run 2 continuous beads of silicone up the full 
height of the window, then place the frame into 
position, ensuring any excess silicone is removed.

Position the fixings 150mm either end, and 
thereafter equally spaced at centres no greater 
than 600mm. Please take note to avoid adjacent 
frame fixings.

ALTERNATIVE COUPLER FIXING

System specific fixings and locations

System specific fixings and locations
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1

2

3

Position the reinforcement against the window, 
ensuring it is straight and in the correct location.

Position the fixings 150mm either end and at 
centres no greater than 150mm.

Once secured, clip the reinforcement cover into 
position.

REINFORCEMENT FIXING

System specific fixings 
and locations

2

3

1

150m
m

150m
m

150m
m

150m
m

150m
m

150m
m

150m
m
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INSTALLING THE ASSEMBLED FRAMEINSTALLING THE ASSEMBLED FRAMEGLAZING

Glazing methods vary dependent on window and frame type/style. It is important to refer to the information contained within the 
relevant technical manuals for specific guidance, however, the following steps are a guideline procedure, which cover the major steps.

• Ensure you have the correct gaskets, bead and frame for the unit used on the project.

• Ensure all glazing gaskets are correctly seated and all the joints are tight.

• The unit will need to be packed to suit the operation and window type. Please refer to elevation drawings below, and the relevant 
technical manuals for system specific requirements.

• Please note, if the window is to meet the requirements of PAS24, additional packing may be required, please refer to the 
relevant technical manuals for more information.

Fixed Light

Tilt & Turn

Vertical Point Tilt Only/Bottom Hung

Note: Ensure glass supports are correct size to 
support full depth off unit, and ensure they do 
not block any drainage holes.

= Setting Block

Overswing Horizontal Pivot

Top Hung Side Hung
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1

2

Place unit within frame and ensure it is correctly 
positioned, with the correct clearance between 
glass and frame on all four sides.

Prior installing the beads, check if any thermal 
enhancements are specified on this project and 
insert them at this point.

GLAZING

C
le

ar
an

ce

Insert specified thermal 
enhancements between glazing 

packs
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3

4

Apply a small silicone bead in the gasket race as 
indication.

Insert the top and bottom horizontal beads first, 
then insert the verticals between.

Exercise caution when fitting beads to ensure 
paintwork on frames and beads is not damaged 
during installation.

GLAZING

20
0m

m
20

0m
m
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INSTALLING THE ASSEMBLED FRAMEINSTALLING THE ASSEMBLED FRAMEGLAZING

5

6

Select the correct glazing wedge gasket to suit the specified glass thickness. Refer to the relevant technical manuals for the 
full range of wedge gasket.

Feed a clean square cut end into the top centre of the toprail and then the corner. Ensure the gasket is 1% - 2% over length 
and do not stretch the gasket when installing.

7

8

Then feed the wedge gasket into place, from the centre towards corner.

Feed the wedge into the next corner, and then centre again ensure the gasket is 1% - 2% over length and do not stretch the 
gasket when installing.

Wedge To Suit

5

7

6

8
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INSTALLING THE ASSEMBLED FRAMEINSTALLING THE ASSEMBLED FRAMEGLAZING

9

10

Feed the wedge gasket into place, from the centre towards corners.

Feed the wedge into position on the remaining sides following the same steps as shown on details 7 & 8.

11

12

Offer up the gasket to the original cut. Cut the gasket 1% - 2% over length ensuring the cut is clean and square.

Feed the last part of the wedge gasket into place, from the centre towards corner.

Wedge To Suit

11

9

12

10
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INSTALLING THE ASSEMBLED FRAMEINSTALLING THE ASSEMBLED FRAMEPERIMETER SEALING

Sealing between the window and external structure will be required in order to create a weather proof seal at the perimeter.

Perimeter seals must be sealed from the outside using an appropriate sealant to suit:

• The framing surface/finish/material

• The structure surface/finish/material

• Joint size

• Anticipated movement of frames and structure

• Anticipated exposure to weather

Seals should be applied on top of a backer rod, or similar, where possible and should be applied to a clean dry surface and as outlined 
within the sealant manufacturer’s guidelines. It is important to ensure that there is no protective tape is on the section which the seal is 
being applied to.

If an EPDM is required, it is important to ensure the EPDM is correctly located and sealed sufficiently to both the frame and structure in 
the correct locations. Sealants used should be suitable for the materials/structure to which they are bonded. This should be agreed 
with the client before fitting.

Backer Rod

Backer Rod

Backer Rod

EPDM Membrane Bonded 
to Carrier & Frame

EPDM Membrane Bonded 
to Carrier & Frame

EPDM Membrane Bonded 
to Carrier & Frame

Silicone Seal

Silicone Seal

Silicone Seal

These details illustrate a generic perimeter seal. These details may not be 
suitable in all instances for a number of reasons.

If this is the case, a detail utilising a perimeter seal and EPDM (where 
applicable) must be designed.
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CHECKING

FINALISING

The following steps should be the final checks and steps 
taken to complete the project and generally include things 
like hand over of any relevant paperwork and ensuring any 
issues have been resolved before leaving site.

To ensure the project is complete and the installation is inline 
with all requirements, it is advised the following steps are 
taken where relevant/required:

• The purchaser should be shown how to use all operable 
components, especially things such as egress hardware 
and restrictors - operation of these parts may be 
required to allow means of escape in an emergency.

• The operation and maintenance manuals for the 
relevant products should be handed over.

• Any issues raised should be resolved suitably and/or to 
the customers satisfaction

After general checks and finalising has been completed it 
is good practice to ensure that the purchaser or relevant 
party sign off the completed works. It is then the purchaser’s 
responsibility to ensure that the relevant paperwork is 
handed over to the end user and that the end user is aware 
of how to correctly operate any operable components.

GENERAL CHECKS

General checks should be carried out to ensure the following 
is sufficient:
• Drainage is adequate and is not blocked (see relevant 

technical manual)

• All mitred corners are still tight and sufficiently sealed, 
fixing too close to the mitres or over tightened fixings can 
open mitres. If this is the case these fixings need to be 
re-located or sufficiently loosened whilst ensuring the 
window is securely fixed.

• Operation of all windows (handles, hinges, egress/easy 
clean operations where utilised and restrictors).

• Ensure all beads are fitted correctly and square.

• Check all faces are free from damage and debris and 
that protective tape is removed from flames.

• Check compression of gaskets when window is in locked 
position and between glass and beads/frame.

• Check all perimeter seals are smooth and continuous.

Check sub cill end caps are fitted and sealed.

A check list is available in the annex of this document. It is 
advised that all checks are performed with the purchaser.

OPERATION

When all frames are fixed and glazing is installed, the 
operation of any opening vents should be check.

It is good practice to ensure that all windows operate 
smoothly and gearing is not too tight/loose when locking the 
windows and there is no catching. Please refer to the relevant 
technical manuals for any adjustments which can be made 
on site, to ease any of these issues.



IS THE FRAME INSTALLED PLUM AND SQUARE? YES NO ACTION

Is the frame installed plum, square and level

Are the beads fitted correctly

Are exposed surfaces free from damage

Has protective tape been removed

Has the level of making good been performed as previously agreed

Have all end caps etc. been fitted correctly

Has all debris created during installation been removed

Are all drainage holes correctly located at sufficient centres and 
have drain hole cover caps been fitted

Are all drainage paths and slots free from debris and free of any 
obstruction

Are all gaskets correctly fitted and are all joints tight and in the 

correct locations

Are all gasket compressions correct (both glass and vent gasket)

Is all glazing as specified

Are units free from scratches, damage and other signs of potential 
failure

Is glass orientated correctly (with coats facing correct direction)

Does glass look square within framing (spacer bar can be used as a 
rough guide)

Do all opening vents operate as required

Do all opening vents lock as required

Is all gear lubricated as required

Is all hardware correctly fixed ensuring all fixing holes are secured

Are all seals smooth

Are all seals continuous without splitting, gaps or spacers

Are all seals in continuous contact with framing and structure where 
required

Are all frame faces free from excessive sealant

Are all drainage holes/paths clear of silicone
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INSTALLING THE ASSEMBLED FRAMEINSTALLING THE ASSEMBLED FRAMEWINDOW INSTALLATION GUIDE

The check list is a guideline only, further considerations may need to be made and therefore added to this list dependant on the 
project.

CHECKING

V
IS

U
A

L 
A

P
P

E
A

R
A

N
C

E
 C

H
E

C
K

S
G

LA
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IN
G

O
P

E
R

AT
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N
S

E
A

LN
G
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Single track life & slide
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PURe.F.1.617 
OUTERFRAME TOP TRACK AND THRESHOLD TO JAMBS ASSEMBLY

38

39

Apply silicone to the inside faces of PUR205 weather bar on the top track assembly, at all 4 locations as shown.

Apply silicone to the inside faces of PUR205 weather bar on the drainage threshold assembly, at both locations as shown.

39

39

PUR205

38

PUR205

38

38

38
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PURe.F.1.618 
OUTERFRAME TOP TRACK AND THRESHOLD TO JAMBS ASSEMBLY

40 Secure the jambs to top track and drainage threshold using SFSPS05 screws.

59

40
40

40
40

40
40

40
40

40
40

40
40

40
40
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PURe.F.1.619 
OUTERFRAME TOP TRACK AND THRESHOLD TO JAMBS ASSEMBLY

41 Silicone seal the inside profile of weather bar to jambs both ends.

60

41
41
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PURe.F.1.620 
DETAIL E - SLIDING DOOR TO JAMB PURSDTC ASSEMBLY

42 Locally cut the PURSDTC track cover to suit the locking keep positions, then clip into locking jamb ‘E’ as show below.
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A B

Door Sash 1 Door Sash 2

C D

FGE

PURSDTC
Sliding Door Track Cover

PURSDTC
Sliding Door Track Cover

23

23

23

82
16

2
82



PURe.F.1.621 
DETAIL F - FIXED DOOR TO JAMB PURSDTC ASSEMBLY

43 Cut 2No. 100mm of the PURSDTC track cover and then clip into locking jamb ‘F’ as shown.
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A B

Door Sash 1 Door Sash 2

C D

FGE

PURSDTC
Sliding Door Track Cover

PURSDTC
Sliding Door Track Cover

PUR202203
Outerframe Jamb



PURe.F.1.622 
SCREW COVER PLATE - FIXING DETAIL

44 Cut PUR224FT tape to fit between PUR205 weather bar fixing screws, position tape on PUR205 and compress to secure. Place  
PUR224 cover plate over the tape and compress to secure onto tape.
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JAMBS OMITTED FOR CLARITY

PUR224
Fixing Cover Plate

PUR224
Fixing Cover Plate

PUR224FT
9mm x 4mm Double Sided 
Tape For PUR224



EXTERNAL ALUMINIUM 
Single track life & slide

PURe SLIDE
Standard Fixing & Installation Details
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PURe.G.601 
SPWLUG FIXING LUG DETAILS -  
OUTERFRAME TRACK WITHOUT PUR225 TRACK NOSING

Fixing lugs are to be attached 150mm from all corners and equally spaced at 600mm maximum centres.
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PUR204
Outerframe Nosing

PUR204
Outerframe Nosing

PUR200201
Outerframe Track
(Reversed)

PUR200201
Outerframe Track

SPWLUG
Steel Fixing Lugs located at 
150mm from ends and at 
600mm maximum centres

SPWLUG
Steel Fixing Lugs located at 
150mm from ends and at 
600mm maximum centres

Position of Ø5mm
pre-drilled holes

Position of Ø5mm
pre-drilled holes

NOTE: Seal full width of outerframe

NOTE: Seal full width of outerframe

100

100

150

150

200

200

250

250



PURe.G.602 
SPWLUG FIXING LUG DETAILS - OUTERFRAME HEAD

Fixing lugs are to be attached 150mm from all corners and equally spaced at 600mm maximum centres.
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Position of Ø5mm
pre-drilled holes

Position of Ø5mm
pre-drilled holes

PUR200201
Outerframe Track

PUR200201
Outerframe Track
(Reversed)

SPWLUG
Steel Fixing Lugs located at 
150mm from ends and at 
600mm maximum centres

SPWLUG
Steel Fixing Lugs located at 
150mm from ends and at 
600mm maximum centres

100

100

150

200
250

150

200

250



PURe.G.603 
SPWLUG FIXING LUG DETAILS - OUTERFRAME JAMB

Fixing lugs are to be attached 150mm from all corners and equally spaced at 600mm maximum centres.
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Position of Ø5mm
pre-drilled holes

PUR202203
Outerframe Jamb

PUR202203
Outerframe Jamb

SPWLUG
Steel Fixing Lugs located at 
150mm from ends and at 
600mm maximum centres

SPWLUG
Steel Fixing Lugs located at 
150mm from ends and at 
600mm maximum centres

Position of Ø5mm
pre-drilled holes

10
0

10
0

15
0

15
0

20
0

20
0

25
0

25
0



PURe.G.604 
DIRECT FIXING DETAILS - OUTERFRAME TRACK WITHOUT PUR225 TRACK NOSING

Direct fix 150mm from all corners and every 600mm maximum centres.

PUR204
Outerframe Nosing

Drill an over sized hole to enable the site specific fixings to be secured onto 
the bottom wall of the PUR200201 outerframe track. Ensure all fixing screws 
are silicone dipped and countersunk. 

Drill an over sized hole to enable the site specific fixings to be secured onto 
the bottom wall of the PUR200201 outerframe track. Ensure all fixing screws 
are silicone dipped and countersunk. 

PUR204
Outerframe Nosing

NOTE: Seal full width of outerframe

NOTE: Seal full width of outerframe

PUR200201
Outerframe Track

PUR200201
Outerframe Track

(Reversed)

PLEASE NOTE, DO NOT DIRECT FIX THROUGH THE POLYAMIDE STRIPS

PLEASE NOTE, DO NOT DIRECT FIX THROUGH THE POLYAMIDE STRIPS
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PURe.G.605 
DIRECT FIXING DETAILS - OUTERFRAME HEAD

Direct fix 150mm from all corners and every 600mm maximum centres. Ensure all fixing screws are silicone dipped and countersunk.
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PUR200201
Outerframe Track

PUR200201
Outerframe Track
(Reversed)



PURe.G.606 
DIRECT FIXING DETAILS - OUTERFRAME JAMB

Direct fix 150mm from all corners and every 600mm maximum centres. When direct fixing the outerframe jambs, please ensure the 
SPWFPLT direct fixing plates are used at all fixing locations. 
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SPWFPLT
Direct fixing plate

SPWFPLT
Direct fixing plate

SPWFPLT
Direct fixing plate

PUR202203
Outerframe Jamb

PUR202203
Outerframe Jamb



PURe.G.607 
DIRECT FIXING DETAILS - OUTERFRAME HEAD WITH TRICKLE VENT ADAPTOR

1

2

Fix adaptor to outerframe head at 200mm from all corners and every 600mm maximum centres with SFSCS29 No8 x 38mm 
CSK self tapping screws. Ensure fixing screws are silicone dipped. Locate SPXG808 at each screw position.

Direct fix 150mm from all corners and every 600mm maximum centres. Ensure all fixing screws are silicone dipped and 
countersunk.

SPXG808

SPXG808

SPW266265
Trickle vent adaptor

SPW266265
Trickle vent adaptor

PUR200201
Outerframe track

PUR200201
Outerframe track
(Reversed)

1 1

2

2

11
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PURe.G.609 
SPWLUG FIXING LUG DETAILS -  
OUTERFRAME TRACK WITH OPTIONAL PUR225 TRACK NOSING RETRO - FITTED

Fixings lugs are to be attached 150mm from all corners and equally spaced at 600mm maximum centres.

Optional PUR225 track nosing replaces PUR204 outerframe nosing.
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PUR200201
Outerframe track

SPWLUG
Steel Fixing Lugs located at 
150mm from ends and at 
600mm maximum centres Position of Ø5mm

pre-drilled holes

Position of Ø5mm
pre-drilled holes

PUR225
Track nosing to fit
See PURe.G.611 & 612

NOTE: It is imperative that the outerframe is 
sealed full width prior to fitting PUR225 track 
nosing, and PUR225 track nosing fitted before 
the seal cures.

NOTE: It is imperative that the outerframe is 
sealed full width prior to fitting PUR225 track 
nosing, and PUR225 track nosing fitted before 
the seal cures.

100

100

150

150

200

200

250

250

PUR225
Track nosing to fit
See PURe.G.611 & 612

PUR200201
Outerframe track
(Reversed)

SPWLUG
Steel Fixing Lugs located at 
150mm from ends and at 
600mm maximum centres



PURe.G.610 
DIRECT FIXING DETAILS -  
OUTERFRAME TRACK WITH OPTIONAL PUR225 TRACK NOSING RETRO - FITTED

Direct fix 150mm from all corners and every 600mm maximum centres.

Optional PUR225 track nosing replaces PUR204 outerframe nosing.

Drill an over sized hole to enable the site 
specific fixings to be secured onto the bottom 
wall of the PUR200201 outerframe track. Ensure 
all fixing screws are silicone dipped and 
countersunk.

Drill an over sized hole to enable the site 
specific fixings to be secured onto the bottom 
wall of the PUR200201 outerframe track. Ensure 
all fixing screws are silicone dipped and 
countersunk.

PUR225
Track nosing to fit
See PURe.G.611 & 612

PUR225
Track nosing to fit
See PURe.G.611 & 612

PUR200201
Outerframe track

PUR200201
Outerframe track

(Reversed)

Note: It is imperative that the outerframe is 
sealed full width prior to fitting PUR225 track 
nosing, and PUR225 track nosing fitted before 
the seal cures.

Note: It is imperative that the outerframe is 
sealed full width prior to fitting PUR225 track 
nosing, and PUR225 track nosing fitted before 
the seal cures.

PLEASE NOTE, DO NOT DIRECT FIX THROUGH THE POLYAMIDE STRIPS

PLEASE NOTE, DO NOT DIRECT FIX THROUGH THE POLYAMIDE STRIPS
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PURe.G.611 
OPTIONAL PUR225 TRACK NOSING TO DRAINAGE THRESHOLD RETRO - FITTED

1

2

3

4

5

6

Crop end caps PUR225EC as shown below and screw fix to PUR225 track nosing with 2No SFSCS0610 screws.

Temporarily position the PUR225 track nosing onto drainage threshold assembly and pre-drill holes 50mm from each end, 
and a maximum of 300mm centres. Please ensure no fixings are located into PURA3923 drainage coupler.

Apply continuous bead of silicon to 3 positions on the PUR225 track nosing as shown.

Position PUR225 track nosing onto drainage threshold assembly.

Fix PUR225 track nosing using SFSBP0810 screws to pre-drilled locations.

Remove any excess silicone from position 3.

PUR225

Crop to 100
PUR2253 1

5

5
2

2

1

6
PUR225

PUR225EC
LH of pair

PUR225EC
LH of pair

PUR200201
Outerframe track

NOTE: It is imperative that the outerframe is sealed prior to fitting 
PUR225 track nosing and full width of outerframe.
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PURe.G.612 
OPTIONAL PUR225 TRACK NOSING TO DRAINAGE THRESHOLD RETRO - FITTED

7

8

Important: smooth off silicone between each drainage coupler and PUR225 track nosing to ensure a satisfactory drainage 
path.

Clip in PUR226 track nosing cover strip.

NOTE: It is imperative that the outerframe is sealed prior to fitting 
PUR225 track nosing and full width of outerframe.

Framing omitted 
for clarity

Framing omitted 
for clarity

Framing omitted 
for clarity

7

8

8

PUR226
Track nosing 
cover stripFraming omitted 

for clarity

PUR200201
Outerframe track PUR226

Track nosing 
cover strip
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4

5

6

7

Remove anti-lift assembly from door sash.

Lift the door sash onto the top track, ensuring the 
end guides are located correctly onto the track.

Swing the door sash over and lower into position, 
ensure wheel-sets are correctly aligned on to the 
threshold tracks.

Lift the door sash and then slowly slide over to 
enable anti-lift assembly to be re-located and 
secured.

Door Sash ‘1’

Door Sash ‘2’

PURe.G.613 
XO INSTALLATION

1

2

3

Lift the door sash onto the top track, ensuring the 
end guides are located correctly onto the track.

Swing the door sash over and lower into position, 
ensure wheel-sets are correctly aligned on to the 
threshold tracks.

Lift the door sash and then slowly slide over so 
that it locates on to the left hand outerframe 
jamb.

Once the complete outerframe is securely fixed into the 
prepared opening:

Locate the door sash ‘1’ into the outerframe as follows:

Locate the door sash ‘2’ into the outerframe as follows:

4
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11

12

Secure the locking assembly in downward 
position using a SFSPS07 screw.

Once the door sashes are fully secured. The 
PURA2979 door stop needs to be secured. Pre-drill 
sash ‘5’ as shown and secure with SFSCS29 screw.

PURe.G.614 
XO INSTALLATION

10

8

9

Locate a screwdriver into slide bar hold and slide 
the locking assembly upwards.

Lift the door sash and then slowly slide the 
door over, so that it locates on to the left hand 
outerframe jamb.

When door is located pull the slide bar locking 
assembly downwards engaging the locking points 
into keeps.

VIEWED INTERNALLY
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4

5

6

7

Remove anti-lift assembly from door sash.

Lift the door sash onto the top track, ensuring the 
end guides are located correctly onto the track.

Swing the door sash over and lower into position, 
ensure wheel-sets are correctly aligned on to the 
threshold tracks.

Lift the door sash and then slowly slide over to 
enable anti-lift assembly to be re-located and 
secured.

Door Sash ‘1H’

PURe.G.615  
OX INSTALLATION

1

2

3

Lift the door sash onto the top track, ensuring the 
end guides are located correctly onto the track.

Swing the door sash over and lower into position, 
ensure wheel-sets are correctly aligned on to the 
threshold tracks.

Lift the door sash and then slowly slide over so 
that it locates on to the left hand outerframe 
jamb.

Once the complete outerframe is securely fixed into the 
prepared opening:

Locate the door sash ‘1H’ into the outerframe as follows:

Locate the door sash ‘2H’ into the outerframe as follows:

4

Door Sash ‘2H’
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11

12

Secure the locking assembly in downward 
position using a SFSPS07 screw.

Once the door sashes are fully secured. The 
PURA2979 door stop needs to be secured. Pre-
drill sash ‘5H’ as shown and secure with SFSCS29 
screw.

PURe.G.616  
OX INSTALLATION

10

8

9

Locate a screwdriver into slide bar hold and slide 
the locking assembly upwards.

Lift the door sash and then slowly slide the 
door over, so that it locates on to the left hand 
outerframe jamb.

When door is located pull the slide bar locking 
assembly downwards engaging the locking points 
into keeps.
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VIEWED INTERNALLY

8

10

11

12



5

6

7

8

Locate a screwdriver into slidebar hole and slide 
the lock assembly upwards.

Lift the door sash and then slowly slide the 
door over so that it locates on to the right hand 
outerframe jamb.

When door is located pull the slide bar locking 
assembly downwards engaging the locking points 
into keeps.

Fix lock assembly in downward position using 
SFSPS07 st screw.

PURe.G.617  
OXO INSTALLATION

1

2

3

Remove anti-lift assembly from door sash.

Lift the door sash onto the top track, ensuring the 
end guides are located correctly onto the track.

Swing the door over and lower into position, 
ensure wheel-sets are correctly aligned on to the 
threshold tracks.

Lift the door sash and then slowly slide over to 
enable anti-lift assembly to be re-located and 
secured.

Once the complete outerframe is securely finished fixed into 
prepared opening:

Locate door sash ‘3’ into the outerframe as follows:
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1

5

7

8

Door Sash ‘3’



PURe.G.618  
OXO INSTALLATION

9

10

Lift the door sash onto the top track, ensuring the 
end guides are located correctly onto the track.

Swing the door over and lower into position, 
ensure wheel-sets are correctly aligned on to the 
threshold tracks.

Locate door sash ‘1H’ into the outerframe as follows:

11

12

13

14

Remove anti-lift assembly from door sash.

Lift the door sash onto the top track, ensuring the 
end guides are located correctly onto the track.

Swing the door over and lower into position, 
ensure wheel-sets are correctly aligned on to the 
threshold tracks.

Lift the door sash and then slowly slide over to 
enable anti-lift assembly to be re-located and 
secured.

Locate door sash ‘2H’ into the outerframe as follows:

Door Sash ‘1H’
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11

Door Sash ‘2H’



18

19

Fix lock assembly in downward position using 
SFSPS07 st screw.

Once the door sashes are fully secured. The 
PURA2979 door stop needs to be secured. Pre-
drill sash ‘5H’ as shown and secure with SFSCS29 
screw.

PURe.G.619  
OXO INSTALLATION

17

15

16

Locate a screwdriver into slide bar hold and slide 
the lock assembly upwards.

Lift the door sash and then slowly slide the 
door over, so that it locates on to the left hand 
outerframe jamb.

When door is located pull the slide bar locking 
assembly downwards engaging the locking points 
into keeps.
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15

17

18

19

VIEWED INTERNALLY



PURe.G.621  
OXO HANDED INSTALLATION

5

6

7

8

Locate a screwdriver into slidebar hole and slide 
the lock assembly upwards.

Lift the door sash and then slowly slide the 
door over, so that it locates on to the left hand 
outerframe jamb.

When door is located pull the slide bar locking 
assembly downwards engaging the locking points 
into keeps.

Fix lock assembly in downward position using 
SFSPS07 st screw. 

1

2

3

4

Remove anti-lift assembly from door sash.

Lift the door sash onto the top track, ensuring the 
end guides are located correctly onto the track.

Swing the door over and lower into position, 
ensure wheel-sets are correctly aligned on to the 
threshold tracks.

Lift the door sash and then slowly slide over to 
enable anti-lift assembly to be re-located and 
secured.

Once the complete outerframe is securely finished fixed into 
prepared opening:

Locate door sash ‘3H’ into the outerframe as follows:

1

5

7

8

Door Sash ‘3H’
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PURe.G.622  
OXO HANDED INSTALLATION

9

10

Lift the door sash onto the top track, ensuring the 
end guides are located correctly onto the track.

Swing the door over and lower into position, 
ensure wheel-sets are correctly aligned on to the 
threshold tracks.

Locate door sash ‘1’ into the outerframe as follows:

11

12

13

14

Remove anti-lift assembly from door sash.

Lift the door sash onto the top track, ensuring the 
end guides are located correctly onto the track.

Swing the door over and lower into position, 
ensure wheel-sets are correctly aligned on to the 
threshold tracks.

Lift the door sash and then slowly slide over to 
enable anti-lift assembly to be re-located and 
secured.

Locate door sash ‘2’ into the outerframe as follows:

Door Sash ‘1’

Door Sash ‘2’

11
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18

19

Secure the locking assembly in downward 
position using SFSPS07 st screw.

Once the door sashes are fully secured. The 
PURA2979 door stop needs to be secured. Pre-drill 
sash ‘5’ as shown and secure with SFSCS29 screw.

PURe.G.623  
OXO HANDED INSTALLATION

17

15

16

Locate a screwdriver into slide bar hold and slide 
the lock assembly upwards.

Lift the door sash and then slowly slide the 
door over, so that it locates on to the left hand 
outerframe jamb.

When door is located pull the slide bar locking 
assembly downwards engaging the locking points 
into keeps.

18

19

17

15

VIEWED INTERNALLY
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PURe.G.625  
XOO INSTALLATION

1

2

3

Lift the door sash onto the top track, ensuring the 
end guides are located correctly onto the track.

Swing the door over and lower into position, 
ensure wheel-sets are correctly aligned on to the 
threshold tracks.

Lift the door sash and then slowly slide the door 
sash over so that it locates on to the left hand 
outerframe jamb.

Once the complete outerframe is securely fixed into the 
prepared opening:

Locate the door sash ‘1’ into the outerframe as follows:

4

5

6

7

Remove anti-lift assembly from door sash.

Lift the door sash onto the top track, ensuring the 
end guides are located correctly onto the track.

Swing the door over and lower into position, 
ensure wheel-sets are correctly aligned on to the 
threshold tracks.

Lift the door sash and then slowly slide over to 
enable anti-lift assembly to be re-located and 
secured.

Locate the door sash ‘3’ into the outerframe as follows:

Door Sash ‘1’

Door Sash ‘3’

4
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PURe.G.626  
XOO INSTALLATION

8

9

10

11

Locate a screwdriver into slide bar hole and slide 
the locking assembly upwards.

Lift the door sash and then slowly slide the door 
over, so that it locates on to the right hand 
outerframe jamb.

When door is located pull the slide bar locking 
assembly downwards engaging the locking points 
into keeps.

Secure the locking assembly in downward 
position using a SFSPS07 screw.

11

8

10
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16

17

18

19

Locate a screwdriver into slidebar hole and slide 
the lock assembly upwards.

Lift the door sash and then slowly slide the 
door over so that it locates on to the right hand 
outerframe jamb.

When door is located pull the slide bar locking 
assembly downwards to engage the lock 
assembly into keeps in sash ‘3’.

Fix lock assembly in downward position using 
SFSPS07 st screw.

PURe.G.627  
XOO INSTALLATION

12

13

14

15

Remove anti-lift assembly from door sash.

Lift the door sash onto the top track, ensuring the 
end guides are located correctly onto the track.

Swing the door over and lower into position, 
ensure wheel-sets are correctly aligned on to the 
threshold tracks.

Lift the door sash and then slowly slide over to 
enable anti-lift assembly to be re-located and 
secured.

Locate door sash ‘2’ into the outerframe as follows:
12

16

17

19

Door Sash ‘2’
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PURe.G.628  
XOO INSTALLATION

20 Once the door sashes are fully secured. The 
PURA2979 door stop needs to be secured, pre-drill 
sash ‘5’ as shown and secure with SFSCS29 screw. 20

VIEWED INTERNALLY
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PURe.G.629 
OOX INSTALLATION

1

2

3

Lift the door sash onto the top track, ensuring the 
end guides are located correctly onto the track.

Swing the door over and lower into position, 
ensure wheel-sets are correctly aligned on to the 
threshold tracks.

Lift the door sash and then slowly slide the door 
sash over so that it locates on to the left hand 
outerframe jamb.

Once the complete outerframe is securely fixed into the 
prepared opening:

Locate the door sash ‘1H’ into the outerframe as follows:

4

5

6

7

Remove anti-lift assembly from door sash.

Lift the door sash onto the top track, ensuring the 
end guides are located correctly onto the track.

Swing the door over and lower into position, 
ensure wheel-sets are correctly aligned on to the 
threshold tracks.

Lift the door sash and then slowly slide over to 
enable anti-lift assembly to be re-located and 
secured.

Locate the door sash ‘3’ into the outerframe as follows:

Door Sash ‘1H’

4

Door Sash ‘3’
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PURe.G.630  
OOX INSTALLATION

8

9

10

11

Locate a screwdriver into slide bar hole and slide 
the locking assembly upwards.

Lift the door sash and then slowly slide the door 
over, so that it locates on to the right hand 
outerframe jamb.

When door is located pull the slide bar locking 
assembly downwards engaging the locking points 
into keeps.

Secure the locking assembly in downward 
position using a SFSPS07 screw.

8

10

11
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16

17

18

19

Locate a screwdriver into slidebar hole and slide 
the lock assembly upwards.

Lift the door sash and then slowly slide the door 
over so that it locates on to the door sash ‘3H’.

When door is located pull the slide bar locking 
assembly downwards to engage the lock 
assembly into keeps in sash ‘3H’.

Fix lock assembly in downward position using 
SFSPS07 st screw.

PURe.G.631 
OOX INSTALLATION

12

13

14

15

Remove anti-lift assembly from door sash.

Lift the door sash onto the top track, ensuring the 
end guides are located correctly onto the track.

Swing the door over and lower into position, 
ensure wheel-sets are correctly aligned on to the 
threshold tracks.

Lift the door sash and then slowly slide over to 
enable anti-lift assembly to be re-located and 
secured.

Locate door sash ‘2H’ into the outerframe as follows:
12

Door Sash ‘2H’

16

18

19
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PURe.G.632  
OOX INSTALLATION

20 Once the door sashes are fully secured. The 
PURA2979 door stop needs to be secured, pre-
drill sash ‘5H’ as shown and secure with SFSCS29 
screw.

VIEWED INTERNALLY

20
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3

4

Lift the door sash onto the top track, ensuring the 
end guides are located correctly onto the track.

Swing the door over and lower into position, 
ensure wheel-sets are correctly aligned on to the 
threshold tracks.

PURe.G.633  
OXXO INSTALLATION

1

2

Lift the door sash onto the top track, ensuring the 
end guides are located correctly onto the track.

Swing the door over and lower into position, 
ensure wheel-sets are correctly aligned on to the 
threshold tracks.

Once the complete outerframe is securely fixed into the 
prepared opening:

Locate the door sash ‘4’ into the outerframe as follows:

Locate door sash ‘1H’ into the outerframe as follows:

Slave ‘4’

Master ‘1H’
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9

10

11

12

Locate a screwdriver into slidebar hole and slide 
the lock assembly upwards.

Lift the door sash and then slowly slide the 
door over so that it locates on to the right hand 
outerframe jamb.

When door is located pull the slide bar 
downwards to engage the lock assembly into 
keeps in right hand outerframe jamb.

Fix lock assembly in downward position using 
SFSPS07 st screw.

PURe.G.634 
OXXO INSTALLATION

5

6

7

8

Remove anti-lift assembly from door sash.

Lift the door sash onto the top track, ensuring the 
end guides are located correctly onto the track.

Swing the door over and lower into position, 
ensure wheel-sets are correctly aligned on to the 
threshold tracks.

Lift the door sash and then slowly slide over to 
enable anti-lift assembly to be re-located and 
secured.

Locate door sash ‘2’ into the outerframe as follows: 5

Door Sash ‘2’

9

11

12
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17

18

19

20

Locate a screwdriver into slidebar hole and slide 
the lock assembly upwards.

Lift the door sash and then slowly slide the 
door over so that it locates on to the right hand 
outerframe jamb.

When door is located pull the slide bar 
downwards to engage the lock assembly into 
keeps in right hand outerframe jamb.

Fix lock assembly in downward position using 
SFSPS07 st screw.

PURe.G.635 
OXXO INSTALLATION

13

14

15

16

Remove anti-lift assembly from door sash.

Lift the door sash onto the top track, ensuring the 
end guides are located correctly onto the track.

Swing the door over and lower into position, 
ensure wheel-sets are correctly aligned on to the 
threshold tracks.

Lift the door sash and then slowly slide over to 
enable anti-lift assembly to be re-located and 
secured.

Locate door sash ‘2H’ into the outerframe as follows:
13

Door Sash ‘2’

17

19

20
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PURe.G.636 
OXXO INSTALLATION

21

22

Once the door sashes are fully secured. The PURA2979 door stop needs to be secured. Pre-frill sash ‘5H’ as shown and 
secure with SFSCS29 screw.

Once the door sashes are fully secured. The PURA2979 door stop needs to be secured. Pre-frill sash ‘5’ as shown and secure 
with SFSCS29 screw.
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VIEWED INTERNALLY

VIEWED INTERNALLY

21

22



PURe.G.637 
OPTIONAL TREAD PLATE PUR222N

23

24

25

26

Run a bead of silicone to the underside of PUR222N as shown.

Position PUR222EC end caps, secure with a bead of silicone.

Fix PUR222N using SFSPS07, 50mm from each end and at a maximum centres of 300mm.

Cut PUR224FT tape to fit between fixing screws, position tape on PUR205 and compress to secure. Place PUR224 cover plate 
over the tape and compress to secure onto tape.
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PUR224

PUR222EC end cap only 
required at stile interlock

PUR222

PUR222EC

PUR222EC end 
cap only required 
at stile interlock

PUR222EC PUR224FT



PURe.G.638 
OPTIONAL TREAD PLATE PUR 222N WITH PUR225 TRACK NOSING

27 If PUR222N tread plate is used in conjunction with PUR225 track nosing and PUR226 track nosing cover strip, the front leg 
requires cutting down by 9.5mm as shown below. Fitting of PUR222N cannot be done until PUR225 and PUR226 are fitted.
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EXTERNAL ALUMINIUM 
Single track life & slide

PURe SLIDE
Glazing details
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PURe.H.601 
GLAZING - BEAD OPTIONS & GASKET ARRANGEMENT

28mm Glazing Option

30mm Glazing Option

34mm Glazing Option

28mm Glazing Option

32mm Glazing Option

36mm Glazing Option

Use:

Use:

Use:

Use:

Use:

Use:

PUR017 glazing bead 
PUR217F glazing support

PUR049 glazing bead 
PUR217F glazing support

PUR015 glazing bead 
PUR217F glazing support

PUR049 glazing bead 
PUR217F glazing support

PUR016 glazing bead 
PUR217F glazing support

PUR015 glazing bead 
PUR217F glazing support

30mm Glazing Option
Use: PUR016 glazing bead 

PUR217F glazing support

32mm Glazing Option
Use: PUR049 glazing bead 

PUR217F glazing support

38mm Glazing Option
Use: PUR014 glazing bead 

PUR217F glazing support

SP2396

SP2396

SP2396

SP2396

SP2396

SP2396

SP2396

SP2396

SP2136

SP5523

SP5523

SP5523

SP5384

SP2396 SP5384SP5523

SP5523

SP5384

PUR017

PUR049

PUR015

PUR049

PUR016

PUR015

PUR049

PUR014

PUR016

28

28

34

28

32

36

32

38

30
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PURe.H.602 
GLAZING - BEAD OPTIONS & GASKET ARRANGEMENT

40mm Glazing Option

46mm Glazing Option

52mm Glazing Option

42mm Glazing Option

48mm Glazing Option

Use:

Use:

Use:

Use:

Use:

PUR014 glazing bead 
PUR217F glazing support

PUR012 glazing bead 
PUR217F glazing support

PUR011 glazing bead 
PUR217F glazing support

PUR013 glazing bead 
PUR217F glazing support

PUR012 glazing bead 
PUR217F glazing support

44mm Glazing Option
Use: PUR013 glazing bead 

PUR217F glazing support

50mm Glazing Option
Use: PUR011 glazing bead 

PUR217F glazing support

SP2396

SP2396

SP2396

SP2396

SP2396 SP2396

SP5384

SP5523 SP2136

SP2396 SP5523SP5523

SP5384

SP2400

PUR014

PUR012

PUR011

PUR013

PUR012 PUR011

PUR013

40

46

52

42

48 50

44
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PURe.H.603 
GLAZING - GLAZING BEAD CUTTING SIZES

Horizontal Bead PUR049

PUR016

Horizontal Bead

Overall door

Sash width - 139mm

Overall door sash width
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Glazing thickness

28mm
PUR017 PUR017

PUR016

PUR016

PUR016

PUR016

PUR016

PUR015

PUR014

PUR013

PUR012

PUR011

**PUR049**

**PUR049**

**PUR049**

PUR016

PUR016

PUR015

PUR014

PUR013

PUR012

PUR011

30mm

32mm

34mm

36mm

38mm

40mm

42mm

44mm

46mm

48mm

50mm

52mm

Vertical Beads Horizontal beads

When using the PUR049 chamfered bead 
vertically, the PUR016 glazing bead must be 
used on the interlocking door stiles as shown.



PURe.H.604 
GLAZING - PUR049 CHAMFERED GLAZING BEAD CUTTING SIZES

Horizontal Bead PUR049

PUR016

Horizontal Bead

Overall door

Sash width - 139mm

Overall door sash width

28mm

Glazing thickness Vertical beads

**PUR049**

Horizontal beads

30mm

32mm
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PUR049
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PURe.H.605 
GLAZING - THERMAL ENHANCEMENT

To further improve the thermal performance of the door, a EPS010 foam strip can be inserted into the glazing aperture.

Insert the SP2396 gasket into rebate, fit and pack glass as detailed on page PURe.H.606.

Push the EPS010 foam strip between glass packers and feed round corners. Ensure when feeding the EPS010, it is placed centrally to the 
glazed unit.

Once the EPS10 foam strip has been fully located around the glazing perimeter, locate the glazing beads as shown on page PURe.H.606.
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EPS010
Ø10 foam strip

EPS010
Ø10 foam strip

28

SP2396

EPS010
Ø10 foam strip



PURe.H.606 
GLAZING ARRANGEMENT

1

2

3

4

5

6

Square cut horizontal beads to clear width of inner 
glazing rebate, then square cut the vertical beads 
between horizontal beads.

Push in SP2396 glazing gasket, the joint should be 
the centre of the toprail, insert the corners first 
and ensure at least 1% - 2% over length.

Fit glass supports PUR217F as shown in detail ‘A’.

Silicone seal along the bottom of the glazed unit 
and 150mm up either side, as shown in detail ‘B’. 
Ensure silicone used is compatible with butyl on 
glazed units.

Locate internal glazing beads as shown in detail 
‘C’.

Insert internal wedge gasket SP5523 to secure, as 
shown in detail ‘D’. The joint should be the centre 
of the toprail, insert the corners first and ensure at 
least 1% - 2% over length.

See accessory pages (section C) for available gasket, glass 
and bead options.

Please refer to page PURe.H.607 for additional packing to 
meet PAS 24:2012 security rating.

FIGURE A - CONVENTIONAL GLASS PACKING
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PURe.H.607 
GLAZING - LOCATION PACKERS

In order to meet the requirements of PAS 24:2012 security rating, additional glazing location packers are required to the glazing 
aperture.

When establishing the correct depth of the glazing location packer, a minimum 1mm clearance is achieved.

TYPICAL CONFIGURATION

TYPICAL CONFIGURATION

Door sash heights over 2501mm

Door sash heights over 2501mm
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PURe.H.608 
GLAZING - GEORGIAN BAR

NOTE: Leave a 1mm gap at all joints for expansion. Glass and bar must be cleaned using any industrial methylated spirit before 
application. Apply with a lint free cloth. White spirit must not be used as it will affect adhesion.
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AAA

A
SGT2X25MM
25mm x 2mm
Double sided tape

SGT2X25MM
25mm x 2mm
Double sided tape

D.G.U. spacer bars optional
by unit manufacturer

SAE25X4SAE25X4



PURe.H.609 
GLAZING - GEORGIAN BAR CRUCIFORM

NOTE: Leave a 1mm gap at all joints for expansion. Glass and bar must be cleaned using any industrial methylated spirit before 
application. Apply with a lint free cloth. White spirit must not be used as it will affect adhesion.

EXTERNAL ALUMINIUM

INTERNAL ALUMINIUM

Run vertical through and cut horizontals 
inbetween at cruciform to suit.

Run vertical through and cut horizontals 
inbetween at cruciform to suit.
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EXTERNAL ALUMINIUM 
Single track life & slide

PURe SLIDE
End user guidance 2015
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PURe.EUG.601 
DOOR CONFIGURATION OPTIONS

111 PURe SLIDE

Door options

XO
OXO
XOO
OXXO
OXXO Continued

Lever handle Key lock cylinder Door stop

Configuration

‘A’
‘B’
‘C’
‘D’
‘D’ Continued

Page

PURe.EUG.602 
PURe.EUG.603 
PURe.EUG.604 
PURe.EUG.605 
PURe.EUG.606

KEY



PURe.EUG.602 
CONFIGURATION ‘A’ END USER GUIDANCE

Key lock
cylinder

Lever handle
Door stop

Sliding door

Inside view when closed

TO OPEN FROM THE CLOSED POSITION

(i) Unlock with key provided then immediately remove the key

(i) Unlock

(i) Remove key 
before rotating 
handle

Handle 
Detail ‘A’

Handle 
Detail ‘B’

(ii) Rotate the lever handle 180° in the appropriate direction to the downward  
      position as per handle detail ‘A’, this will release the door ready for sliding

(v) Rotate the lever handle 180° in the appropriate direction to  
      the upward position as per handle detail ‘B’, this will engage  
      the locking points

(vi) Lock

(iii) Slide the door in the appropriate direction, to the desired location or until it  
      abuts the door stop

(iv) Slide the door in the appropriate direction to the closed position

TO CLOSE FROM THE OPENED POSITION

(vi) Lock with key provided if required
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PURe.EUG.603 
CONFIGURATION ‘B’ END USER GUIDANCE

Key lock
cylinder

Lever handle

Sliding door

Door stop

Inside view when closed

(i) Unlock
(i) Remove key 
before rotating 
handle

Handle 
Detail ‘A’

(i) Unlock with key provided then immediately remove the key

TO OPEN FROM THE CLOSED POSITION

(ii) Rotate the lever handle 180° in the appropriate direction to the downward  
      position as per handle detail ‘A’, this will release the door ready for sliding

(v) Rotate the lever handle 180° in the appropriate direction to the upward  
      position as per handle detail ‘B’, this will engage the locking points

(iii) Slide the door in the appropriate direction, to the desired location or until it  
      abuts the door stop

TO CLOSE FROM THE OPENED POSITION

(iv) Slide the door in the appropriate direction to the closed position

(vi) Lock with key provided if required

(vi) Lock

Handle 
Detail ‘B’
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PURe.EUG.604 
CONFIGURATION ‘C’ END USER GUIDANCE

Inside view when closed

(i) Unlock with key provided then immediately remove the key

(iv) Slide the door in the appropriate direction to the closed position

(vi) Lock with key provided if required

(vi) Lock

(ii) Rotate the lever handle 180° in the appropriate direction to the downward  
      position as per handle detail ‘A’, this will release the door ready for sliding

(v) Rotate the lever handle 180° in the appropriate direction to the upward  
      position as per handle detail ‘B’, this will engage the locking points

(iii) Slide the door in the appropriate direction, to the desired location or until it  
      abuts the door stop

(i) Unlock

(i) Remove key 
before rotating 
handle

Handle 
Detail ‘A’

Handle 
Detail ‘B’

Door stop
Lever handle

Sliding door

TO OPEN FROM THE CLOSED POSITION

Key lock
cylinder

TO CLOSE FROM THE OPENED POSITION
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PURe.EUG.605 
CONFIGURATION ‘D’ END USER GUIDANCE

Inside view when closed

Slave  
sliding door

Master 
sliding door

Lever handleLever handle

Key lock 
cylinder

Key lock 
cylinder

Door stop Door stop

TO OPEN FROM THE CLOSED POSITION

(i) Unlock the master door with key provided then immediately remove the key

(iv) Unlock the slave door with key provided then immediately remove the key

(ii) Rotate the lever handle 180° in the appropriate direction to the downward  
      position as per handle detail ‘A’, this will release the door ready for sliding

(v) Rotate the slave door lever handle 180° in the appropriate direction to the  
      downward position as per handle detail ‘A1’, this will release the door ready for  
      sliding

(iii) Slide the door in the appropriate direction, to the desired location or until it  
      abuts the door stop

(iii) Slide the slave door in the appropriate direction, to the desired location or  
       until it abuts the door stop

(iv) Unlock

(iv) Remove key 
before rotating 
handle

Handle
Detail ‘A1’

(i) Unlock

(i) Remove key 
before rotating 
handle

Handle 
Detail ‘A’
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PURe.EUG.606 
CONFIGURATION ‘D’ END USER GUIDANCE - CONTINUED

116 PURe SLIDE

(vii) Slide the slave door in the appropriate direction to the closed position

(viii) Rotate the lever handle 180° in the appropriate direction to the upward position    
         as per handle detail ‘B1’

(xi) Rotate the lever handle 180° in the appropriate direction to the upward position    
         as per handle detail ‘B1’

(ix) Lock with key provided if required

(xii) Lock with key provided if required

(xii) Locking

Handle
Detail ‘B’

Handle
Detail ‘B1’

(x) Slide the master door in the appropriate direction to the closed position

(ix) Locking

Inside view when closed

Slave  
sliding door

Master 
sliding door

Lever handleLever handle

Key lock 
cylinder

Key lock 
cylinder

Door stop Door stop

TO CLOSE FROM THE OPENED POSITION
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